Life

Advanced Grammar worksheets
Answer key

Unit 1a(1)
When I got home …
I checked my emails before I …
Once I’d seen …
I waited until the pasta had cooked …
As soon as I had finished watching the news, …

1

1
2
3
4
5

2

1	We checked the train times carefully before
we left for the concert. / Before we left for the
concert, we checked the train times carefully.
2	By the time our train arrived at the station, it was
getting late. / It was getting late by the time our
train arrived at the station.
3	As soon as we got off the train, we ran to the bus
stop. / We ran to the bus stop as soon as we got off
the train.
4	Once we were on the bus, we texted the others
to tell them we were on our way. / We texted the
others to tell them we were on our way once we
were on the bus.
5	W hen we finally got there, we found out that the
concert had been cancelled. / We found out that
the concert had been cancelled when we finally
got there.

3

1 Before leaving the house …
2 [-ing form not possible]
3 After leaving our bags at the hostel …
4 Before playing an important match …
5 [-ing form not possible]
6	Before leaving home and moving into her own
flat …

4

1
2
3
4
5
6

3

1	W hen giving a presentation to a room full of
people, always speak slowly and clearly.
2	W hen crossing the road, remember to look both
ways.
3	W hile waiting for the pasta to cook, you can
prepare the sauce.
4	He looked very uncomfortable when answering
the questions from the press. / When answering
the questions from the press, he looked very
uncomfortable.
5	She looked distractedly through the window at
the rain while listening to my questions. / While
listening to my questions, she looked distractedly
through the window at the rain.
6	Don’t use your mobile phone while driving the car. /
While driving the car, don’t use your mobile phone.

Unit 1b
1

While → When
✓
while → when
✓
✓
✓
while → when
While → When

1

3 a  

4 b  

5 a

‘m speaking
are fluctuating
‘ve been waiting
were planning
‘ll be starting
‘ll probably be cycling / ‘s probably cycling
is always leaving
was driving
had been explaining / was explaining
have been painting

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3

1
2
3
4
5

4

Students’ own answers

Students’ own answers

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1 a  2 b  

2

Unit 1a(2)
1

While
all possible
While
While
as/while
when

2

‘d been working
found
were both doing
was talking
had been

6
7
8
9
10

hadn’t noticed
started
was moving
‘ve been seeing
’ll be getting
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Unit 2a
1

1 has scored
2 have … known
3 ’ve been playing
4 ’ve been talking
5 ’s had
6 ’ve been discussing
7	Have … been waiting
8 hasn’t been
1
2
3
4
5
6

3

1 will have grown
2 ’ll have been using
3 will have become
4	w ill have been exploring
5 will have reached
6 will have moved
7	w ill have been doing
8 will have replaced

2

1

1 The film was quite good.
2 It was quite a good film.
3 My exam grades were fairly high.
4	That’s rather a nice dress. / That’s a rather
nice dress.
5 I wasn’t particularly interested in the subject.
6 He quite agrees with you.
7 I don’t quite follow you.
8 Your explanation is confusing me slightly.

2

1 S  2 S  

3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

4

Students’ own answers

Students’ own answers

Unit 2b
1

Conversation 1
are, sent, are marked, receive
Conversation 2
is being demolished, is going to be built
Conversation 3
‘m meeting / ‘m going to meet, to be promoted

Unit 3a

hadn’t called
’d told
hadn’t she sent
had been going
’d even been planning
had everything changed

2

4

3

1 will look at
2 got delayed
3 ’re meeting
4 were sent
5 have seen
6	is going to be launched
7 need to start
8 will be sold

3 S  

4 D  

5 D  

6 D

rather
quite
a little
very / particularly
rather / quite
slightly
particularly
quite

Unit 3b

1 2,000 boxes are delivered per day.
2 Our package was lost.
3 The package was paid for before it arrived.
4 Faulty products were being sold to me.
5 The receipt has been kept.
6 The project should completed in a week.
7 The money will be refunded tomorrow.
8	The package was being delivered when the dog
appeared.

1

1 d  2 a  

3 f  

4 g  

5 e

6 b  

2

a I feel completely exhausted.
b They used to be very stylish in the seventies.
c	It’s quite little but it has an absolutely huge
balcony.
d It’s really hot outside.
e They look rather small.
f It’s absolutely stunning!
g I’m totally soaked.

7 c

adverb + gradable adjective: really hot, very
stylish, quite little, rather small
adverb + ungradable adjective: completely
exhausted, absolutely huge, absolutely stunning,
totally soaked
2
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3

4

1
2
3
4
5

absolutely
a bit
really
entirely
totally

6
7
8
9
10

very
very / really
big
amazing
incredible / long

3

1
2
3
4

didn’t have to
needn’t have
didn’t need to
ought to

4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

had to get up at five
had to / needed to move to Dubai
didn’t need to take / needn’t have taken
must have broken in and stolen
might/could/may have climbed
can’t have forgotten
should have bought
could/might have offered to collect

Students’ own answers

Unit 4a
1

2

3

1 The tornado may well hit Florida at midday.
2	The weather forecast could be true, but it might
not be. / might not be true, but it could be.
3	I think we should have warmer weather next
month.
4 It’ll almost certainly snow tonight.
5 The hurricane definitely won’t reach land.
6 It’s unlikely that we’ll have frost this week.
7 They’re sure to forecast rain tonight.
8	The likelihood is that the weather will become
more changeable.
1 well
2 Maybe/Perhaps
3 almost
4 that
5 no
6 good
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

2

1
2
3
4
5

we should have some sunshine
might not get
We may well have
Maybe the hurricane will miss
It’ll definitely freeze
are bound to be the lowest
We’re likely to have
no doubt that the roads will

c 5  

d 1  

1

1 B  2 E  

3 A  

4 D  

5 C

2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

3

1 What Martin builds are aeroplanes.
2 What you do is put it in the fridge.
3 What happened was that they took the wrong bus.
4 It’s a plumber we need to call.
5	The good thing about museums in London is that
they are free.
6 The person we need to call is a mechanic.

is the French fries
do is sign your name here
to do is wear a uniform
was that there was a sudden crash
‘s their teacher they need to tell
‘s the facts I want to hear
in this movie is
is the manager
is because I’d like to get

Unit 5a (2)

should have
might have
needed to
had to
might have

a 4  b 3  

might have
should have landed
can’t have arrived
must have called

Unit 5a(1)

Unit 4b
1

5
6
7
8

e 2

3

1

1 does look / you did make
2 do seem / do hope

2

1
2
3
4

3

1 did say
2 do love
3 does eat

Do tidy up your bedroom!
Do look where you’re going!
Do slow down!
Do turn the TV down!
4 did try
5 does work
6 did remind
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Unit 5b
1

1g
2 a

2

1 it
2 so
3 did

4 that
5 ones
6 one

7 don’t
8 to

1 one
2 so

3 it
4 ones

5 so
6 that

3

3 c
4 h

5 f
6 e

4	him up to
5	down with the flu
6	up to my maths teacher
7	on with Fiona
8	up his name in

7 b
8 d

3

1	t hrough with this
2	face up to
3	t heir success down to
4	dropped out of
5	you went out with
6	to live up to
7	to put up with
8	played them off against each other

4

Students’ own answers

Unit 6a(1)
1

2

3

1	t hrough this report yet
2 it off
3 it up
4 of it
5 out
6 her back
7 for massive cuts
8	on everyone’s support
9 down
10 the boss over

Unit 6b

1	They’re bringing out a new album. / They’re
bringing a new album out.
2	They’ve called the wedding off / called off the
wedding.
3 He knew the police would come after him.
4	She finally managed to get away.
5	She gave up her job to travel around the world.
6	Amy has decided to go into acting.
7	Keep to the road or you’ll get lost.
8	He put his message across very clearly.

1

1	to equalize
2	to pass
3	replacing
4	to have scored / that they’d scored
5	to keep / keeping
6	losing
7	playing
8	to be given
9	playing
10	 listening

2

1	We tend to go to bed late at the weekend.
2	Our English teacher always encourages us to work
harder.
3	Did you see them to leave?
4	It’s important to avoid walking down dark streets
in a new city.
5	We meant to call you once we’d arrived at our
hotel.
6	Ronaldo stopped playing for Manchester United
in 2009 and moved to Real Madrid.
7	W hen he fell over, the referee accused him of
doing it on purpose.
8	The manager wanted me to play in the match.
9	We don’t like being / to be criticized by our fans.
10	 Martina Navratilova succeeded in winning
more tennis titles that any other player in history.

1	He made it up and everyone believed him.
2	passed them around
3	looked after them
4	quickly put it out
5	ran after her
6	a lways sided with him

Unit 6a(2)
1

1, 5, 2, 4, 6, 3, 7

2

1	up with a brilliant idea
2	you up on
3	up on some work

3
4

Students’ own answers
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Unit 7a
1

1	k nown
2	estimated
3	announced
4	a lleged
5	believed
6	t hought
7	considered
8	assumed

2

Past: 1, 4, 8
Present: 2, 5, 7
Future: 3, 6

3

1	It is believed that the company was sold off for
over a million.
		
The company is believed to have been sold off for
over a million.
2	It is estimated that over half of typical household
spending goes on rent or a mortgage.
		
Over half of typical household spending is
estimated to go on rent or a mortgage.
3	It is expected that the electorate will vote for the
president again at the next election.
		
The electorate is expected to vote for the president
again at the next election.
4	It is claimed that the criminals stole jewellery
worth a fortune.
		
The criminals are claimed to have stolen jewellery
worth a fortune.
5	It is known that most employees are in favour of
more flexible working hours.
		
Most employees are known to be in favour of
more flexible working hours.
6	It is expected that the company will launch a new
version of the phone by the end of this year.
The company is expected to launch a new version
		
of the phone by the end of this year.
7	It is presumed that the current CEO is planning
his retirement.
The current CEO is presumed to be planning his
		
retirement.
8	It is feared that the hurricane is heading straight
for the city.
		
The hurricane is feared to be heading straight for
the city.

Unit 7b
1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

complaint
receipt
gratitude
generosity
fashion
inspiration
admiration
collector / collection
reference
achievement
intention
enthusiasm

2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

With reference to
in fashion
the support of
intention of
your generosity
an inspiration
collectors of stamps
complaints about

3

1	I don’t know the reasons for changing the rules
again.
2	Can you tell me the location of his company?
3	I can’t remember the date of their anniversary.
4	Does anyone know the identity of the criminal?
5	I don’t know the story of the novel.

Unit 8a
1

5

1	I recently (just) sent you an email.
2	It’s simply (just) a matter of being in the right
place at the right time.
3	I was at the shop for about an hour and only (just)
bought a pair of socks.
4	This is exactly (just) the kind of behaviour which
makes me angry.
5	The band played all their famous songs which
took a little (just) over three hours.
6	We could with difficulty (just) see you at the back.
7	This cheaper brand is equally (just) as good as the
real thing.
8	You should (Just) try this ice cream!
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2

1	It’s just what I’ve just always just wanted.
2	We’ve just seen the most just amazing just new band.
3	If just you think that tastes good, then just taste
just this.
4	By the time I just arrived just, the film was just
about over.
5	Your bag is just behind that just chair over just there.
6	Is just this your homework? That’s just not just
acceptable!
7	Can you speak just up? I can just hear you but just
it’s hard.
8	W hen I saw just her new haircut, I was just as just
surprised as you.

3

1	I just did.
2	Yes. They’re just amazing!
3	And I just love the colours.
4	I’m sure they’ll work just as well.
5	Just ask them.

3	I felt really tired the next morning, even though
I’d had a good night’s sleep.
4	In spite of the fact that more than half the
runners didn’t actually complete the race, it was a
huge success.
5	Since you left, it’s been very quiet.
6	The sun came out and consequently, the beach
was packed.
7	Following the accident, there was a police
investigation.
8	I met some friends after I finished work.
9	The job’s well paid, and what’s more, I get long
holidays.
10	As well as buying this coat, I bought these shoes.
2

1	despite
2	even though

3	Despite
4	despite

3

1 moreover
2	as well as
3	because of
4	Since

5	when
6	subsequently
7	yet
8	As a result

Unit 8b
1

1	d  2 c  3 f  4 a  5 e  6 g  7 b

2

1	order
2	for
3	so
4	such

3

Unit 9b

5	t hat
6	so
7	t hat
8	not

1	in order to
2	for
3	to / in order to
4	so that
5	such
6	so much money
7	so
8	in order to
9	for
10	so that / in order that

Unit 9a
1

1	A lthough he fell once or twice before reaching the
finishing line, he still completed the course.
2	We really enjoyed our holidays, despite the awful
weather.

6

1

1	Having known
2	Having lived
3	a llowing
4	Being

5	Not having passed
6	not having studied
7	Not liking
8	meaning

2

1	Being
2	Having studied
3	Not knowing
4	Not having used
5	forcing
6	Having stopped
7	Not liking
8	Not having attended

3

1	Having forgotten the address
2	Speaking to her later
3	causing her to miss the train
4	having broken down so many times
5	having heard he’d got the job
6	saving everything in the house
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Unit 10a

1	have I tasted anything so disgusting
2	had we started class when the fire alarm rang
3	does it rain at this time of year
4	again do my parents want to go on a cruise
5 do you see Michaela work that hard
6	are we going to work for less money
7	has there been an Olympic gold medallist from
our country

4

Students’ own answers

slowly, very well
possibly, probably
extremely, rather
every week, often
from my point of view, in her case
interestingly, surprisingly

1

manner:
probability:
degree:
frequency:
viewpoint:
comment:

2

1	The hero always survives in these films.
2	Personally speaking, I don’t mind.
3	She plays the saxophone very well.
4	Interestingly, they didn’t know the answer.
5	They will probably arrive at midnight.
6	The film was absolutely fascinating.

Unit 11a

1	[correct]
2	I suddenly heard
3	[correct]
4	I looked carefully up and down the street. / I
		
looked up and down the street carefully.
5	Then I stepped out extremely slowly and
cautiously. /Then I stepped out slowly and
extremely cautiously.
6	The street outside was completely silent.
7	✓ / There was apparently nothing or nobody there.
/ Apparently, there was nothing or nobody there.
8	So I closed the door quietly and went back to the
TV. / So I quietly closed the door and went back
to the TV.

3

4

3

1	critically
2	in some cases
3	extremely
4	probably

1

1	b
2d

2

1	I’d just as soon we
2	I’d rather not have to give
3	If only they hadn’t asked
4	I wish you’d tell them to
5	I wish he wouldn’t
6	W hat if I left
7	Supposing your car
8	It’s high time I took

3

Students’ own answers

2

1	way was I going to
2	had they seen anything
3	sooner had they split up than
4	had we set off
5	only did she win
6	after years of hard work did Rachel qualify

7 c
8 a

9 h
10 j

5	only
6	Never
7	No
8	Not

7

4	Unless
5	unless
6	as long as

1

1	unless
2	as long as
3	as long as

2

1	I’ll get the bus unless Glen can take me in the car.
2	Provided you give me £5.00 I’ll clean your car for
you.
3	We could go out to eat, unless you prefer to stay at
home and order a takeaway.
4	You can come in as long as you leave before my
parents get back.
5	I really didn’t want to do it unless Simon
helped me.

3

1	Had I known you were coming,
2	Were he to find out about all your lies,
3	Were I to lose my job, …
4	Had we got here a little sooner, …
5	Had I never met you, …
6	Were we to start again, …

Unit 10b
1	when
2	Rarely
3	Not
4	No

5 g
6 e

Unit 11b

5	badly
6	Suddenly
7	w ith great feeling

1

3 i
4 f
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Unit 12a
1

1	c

2 b

3 f

4 e

5 a

2

1	so
2	-ish, kind of
3	some

4	odd
5	just
6	like

3

1	t hings
2	stuff
3	t hing

4	t hings
5	stuff
6	t hings

4

1	t hings
2	k ind
3	some
4	so

5	ish
6	over
7	like
8	region

1	Would you like a cup of coffee?
2	Would you buy me some more bread?
3	W hich book would you like to buy?
4	I would have hoped that you’d be more apologetic
for your behaviour.
5	Sure. That would be great.

3

1	Would you like to go somewhere nice this
evening?
2	As a young man, I would spend all my money on CDs.
3	[correct]
4	I’d have expected that you’d have cleaned up the
kitchen after cooking.
5	Would you to lend me some money?
6	I wouldn’t have gone if I had known you were
going too.

4

Some suggested answers:
1	Would you like me to give you a lift?
2	If I were you, I’d take the day off work.
3	The council said that they would build a new
sports centre but they never did.
4	W hen I was eight, my family would go to the
same beach every summer.
5	That would be lovely, thank you.

6 d

Unit 12b
1

2

1	I would have helped but I was away.
2	Would you like a sandwich?
3	I would have hoped that they’d apologize.
4	The council said they would build a new road.
5	We would play in this park as children.
6	The car just wouldn’t start this morning.
7	I wouldn’t bother if I were you.
8	Would you check my homework?

8
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